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Patrick Vollmer: So, hello Kian. Great to have you with us. you look back on many years of executive 
experience, in the I.T. space. what word qualifies you? What word describes you best? 
 

Kian Mossanen: I would call myself a passionate global digital leader who has decarbonization on top of his 
list. 
 

Patrick Vollmer: And digitization is in everybody's agenda. Every day we get in touch with digitization. Do 
you face any challenges, any resistance?  
 

Kian Mossanen: I mean, we all have to constantly change and learn where if not in I.T. I mean, our solutions 
we bring into the organization becoming obsolete after three, four or five years latest. So we need to 
constantly look on what is now the latest technology and latest cloud application, also software as-a-service. 
 
 

Patrick Vollmer: So, we've heard about the cloud, we've heard about A.I., we've heard about new 
technologies and ecosystem plays. I mean, that raises the question, and how do you take your teams with 
you and help to guide them through all this change and building up the right capabilities? 
 

Kian Mossanen: I mean, for me, first of all, it starts also with the purpose of the company. And we all have 
the Northstar to decarbonize the world for our kids and grandkids that supports you a lot of change 
management journey. 
 

Patrick Vollmer: Yeah. Where do you get your passion from? 
 

Kian Mossanen: First of all, it's to have so many great people around you, people you can learn from every 
day. And it's the family, that's the private environment also where you got a lot of energy from. 
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